REAL PRO CLIP LENS

REAL PRO CINEMATIC

REAL PRO CINEMATIC
4K HD Wide 0.6x Lens
For wide angle photos
Kenko REAL PRO CINEMATIC 4 K HD Wide 0.6x is a high performance add-on conversion lens
that can support your smartphone with a wider angle of view, thus making up for the limitations of
built-in smartphone cameras. Its newly developed design provides a safer and more reliable
mounting system, and its attachment is compatible with dual camera lenses design of nowadays
smartphones. With high performance in both HD (high definition) and 4 K resolution,
this is the best add-on conversion lens for video shooting.

+ Wide 0.6x lens
+ Mount attachment
+ Pouch
+ Cleaning cloth
+ Manual
+ Front cap
+ Rear cap
Actual size

REAL PRO CINEMATIC
4K HD Tele 2x Lens
Impressive photos with optical zoom
Kenko REAL PRO CINEMATIC 4 K HD Tele 2x is a high performance add-on conversion lens that
can support your smartphone with 2x optical tele magnification, thus making up for the limitations
of built-in smartphone cameras without loosing the image resolution. Its newly developed design
provides a safer and more reliable mounting system, and its attachment is compatible with dual
camera lenses design of nowadays smartphones. With high performance in both HD (high definition)
and 4 K resolution, this is the best add-on conversion lens for video shooting.

+ Tele 2x lens
+ Mount attachment
+ Pouch
+ Cleaning cloth
+ Manual
+ Front cap
+ Rear cap
Actual size

Functions & Accessories

High resolution and
low distortion

Large diameter and
multi-coated optics

Vise type lock. Firm
and safe lens fixation

New mount
attachment to fit dual
camera smartphones

Lens cap included

The 37mm thread
allows the use of
photographic filters for
creative photography.

・Th e at tach ment is co mpatible with gadg ets that are
11 mm o r less in width an d wh ose max . distan ce f ro m th e e dg e to
th e center of th e camera is 35 mm o r less .

Super Wide Lens 165°
Wider - more fun
Enjoy this lens every time you want to cover a wider area
in narrow space conditions.
You can take a wide shot nature,
or shoot a group selfie with your friends.
Enjoy the challenge of a 165°scene captured in one picture.
+ Super Wide 165°lens
+ Clip
+ Metal strap
+ Lens pouch
+ Clean cloth
+ Lens cap ×2

Actual size

Macro

+ Wide Lens 120°

Open the mysterious world of macro photography
Macro + Wide Lens. 2 in 1 solution.
Today Macro, tomorrow Wide.
Change your lens whenever your want!
Enjoy taking lovely pictures of your favorite food
or any small object that catches your eyes!
+ Wide 120°lens
+ Macro lens 6x
+ Clip
+ Metal strap
+ Lens pouch
+ Clean cloth
+ Lens cap ×2

Actual size
For wide angle shots, please combine Wide and Macro lenses together.
The Wide lens cannot be used separately.
For macro shots, please remove Wide lens and install Macro lens only.

Fish Eye Lens 180°
Feel the dynamism in your photos
180°of extra distortion. Be in the very stream of a new trend.
From a beautiful natural scene or a townscape to
your petʼs little face.
The more you shoot the more you will discover.

+ Fish Eye 180°lens
+ Clip
+ Metal strap
+ Lens pouch
+ Clean cloth
+ Lens cap ×2

Actual size

7x Telephoto Lens
Bring far objects closer
A real telephoto lens with 7x magnification power.
In a zoo, amusement park, or wherever you cannot reach
your subject with your smartphone, this lens can be your best partner.
Use 7x Telephoto lens as a monocular to enjoy live images.

+ Telephoto Lens 7x
+ Clip
+ Strap
+ Lens pouch
+ Clean cloth

Actual size

Super Macro &
Super Wide Lens 165°kit
Multi-purpose lens kit for creative photography
The REAL PRO Double Super lens kit includes a Super Wide 165°
lens and a Super Macro 6x lens. The Super Macro 6x lens is composed
of two macro lenses with a different magnification power of 3x and 4x
respectively. You can use the two lenses separately or combined together,
for a 6x magnification power never experienced before until now!
+ Macro lens ×2
+ Super Wide lens 165°
+ Focus Hood
+ Clip
+ Metal strap
+ Lens pouch
+ Clean cloth
+ Lens cap ×3
Actual size

Functions & Accessories

The clip opens
to a wide angle

※

1

Uses optical lens

Steady clip with
stabilizer pads.

Convenient strap
included

Can also be used
as monocular
(Telephoto Lens only)

2 in 1 lens with macro
and wide angle
(Wide&Macro Lens
only) ※ 2

2 in 1 lens to shoot with
different magnification
(Double Super Lens
kit only) ※ 3

The focus hood
guarantees stable and
always-in-focus images
(Double Super Lens
kit only).

1 This product's clip is compatible with devices that are 30mm or less in width and whose max.
distance from the edge to the center of the camera is 25mm or less.
2 When using for wide angle photography, combine and use the wide lens and the macro lens
together. The wide lens cannot be used alone. When using for macro photography, remove
the wide lens and attach the macro lens only.
※
3 You can use the 3x or 4 x lenses separately or combine them together to shoot photos and
videos with a 6x magnification.
※

※

All necessary accessories
are included

REAL PRO CINEMATIC
Example Images
4 K HD Wide 0.6x Lens

4 K HD Tele 2x Lens

REAL PRO CLIP LENS
Example Images
Super Wide Lens 165°

Super Macro 6x & Super Wide Lens 165° Macro + Wide Lens 120°

7x Telephoto Lens

Fish Eye Lens 180°

Established in 1957, Kenko Tokina has been producing camera ﬁlters and lenses, binoculars and astronomical telescopes. Our products have changed through
the years together with our customers' choices and demands.

In the coming era of smartphone photography, our deepest desire is to ensure that everyone can enjoy the pleasure of photography in the easiest and simplest way possible.
Inspired by this vision, our REAL PRO CLIP LENS is designed to provide the best professional quality pictures by simply using a smartphone.

Strengthened by 60 years of long manufacturing experience, we oﬀer you our "REAL PRO CLIP LENS" with the best optical quality and sophisticated design.

Precautions for use :

Kenko Tokina Co., Ltd.
KT Nakano Building 5-68-10
Nakano, Nakano-ku, Tokyo
164-8616, Japan

www.kenkoglobal.com

・We are not liable for any direct damages incurred while using this product such as malfunctions, destructions, or damages to this product and
devices you are using, or indirect damages involved. Take note of this in advance.
・The design and speciﬁcations of this product and package may be modiﬁed without notice to enhance safety or improve the product.
・Being a clip lens, it is compatible with all sorts of devices such as the iPhone, Android smartphones, iPad, tablets PCs, and laptops.
・When removing, take care that the device you are using is not damaged.
・Do not apply unnecessary force to this product, or forcefully remove it. Furthermore, falls and drops from strong vibrations or a strong impact
may result in malfunction. Use with care.
・Do note gaze directly at the sun. It may result in blindness.
・Avoid high temperature, high humidity, and direct sunlight when using and storing this product, as they result in deterioration and deformation.
・Do not place the lens in a location subject to direct sunlight. It may result in the product catching ﬁre.
・Do not use or store near ﬁre or hazardous objects.
・Do not use for other than its original purpose.
・Do not disassemble, alter, or repair this product.
・Do not use this product for a purpose other than the original purpose.
・Do not handle this product in a rough manner. It may result in unexpected injury.
・Depending on the type of smartphone or tablet, due to the lens speciﬁcations, a black fringe (vignetting) may be visible during the camera
preview and on the four sides of the photographed image. In that situation, make adjustments such as zooming with the device in order to use.
・Vignetting is the phenomenon in which things like the lens become visible, and the periphery becomes dark.
・When using a case or liquid crystal protective ﬁlm, you may not be able to ﬁrmly attach this product. In that situation remove the case or
protective ﬁlm to use.
・Depending on the device used, this product may block the ﬂash such that you cannot use the ﬂash function. Use with care.
・Names mentioned such as the company name and product name are brands or registered trademarks of this company.

